CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

6.1 Conclusion

Based on results discussion of the introductory chapter to the implementation chapter, then get some conclusion:

1. Papua Tourism Information System was created, where as the system created based on Web.

2. The development of this system used to give the information about Papua and West Papua tourism for the visitor. They can be local tourist or international tourist.

3. Papua Tourism Information System can be a tools for the tourism promotion in Papua. It can be a tools to make the visitor in this website interest with Papua tourism. Hopefully they will interested to visit Papua.

6.2 Further Research

From the research that has been conducted by the author in making applications Papua Tourism Information System based on Web, then there are still many shortage in them as described in the conclusions contained in the above. Therefore, there should be more research on the processes / methods that should be done in

1. Papua Tourism Information System based on Web in the further research will be completed with several new information: like restaurant, bus schedule, local wisdom, and etc.

2. Then, it still need the collection of visitor. So in the next research it must be completed with privileges and login area.

3. It still need more security for this system.